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Nova Scotia
Sandra Barry

How far back do you go to find the sources of a writer’s life and work? To
ancestry and community? To family and childhood? To education and
experience? At one end of the spectrum, some literary critics argue that art
exists more or less independently of external context, to be seen, explored
and interpreted based on what exists within it, usually founded on a theory.
At the other end, some biographers argue that the work of art is an
expression of the self, understandable primarily by knowing a good deal
about the creator. Both ends are, perhaps, dubious. Art is, probably,
created somewhere in the messy middle of this gamut – at least one can
argue it was so for Elizabeth Bishop, who described life as an “untidy
activity” (P 59).
One way to look at Bishop’s life and art is through a frame of duality:

geographical (e.g.,North & South), aesthetic (e.g., literal/surreal), historical
(e.g., memory/dream), relational (family/orphanhood), experiential
(familiar/strange); but nothing about these dualities is rigid. Her view
(which she offered, in one version, in her late poem “Santarém” as “life/
death, right/wrong, male/female”) was that such binaries ultimately
“resolved, dissolved straight off / in that watery, dazzling dialectic”
(P 207). Bishop often opted for a littoral, a dynamic (creative) place
where land and sea meet.
This essay looks at a foundational context for Elizabeth Bishop and her

art: her childhood – a good deal of which was spent in Great Village, Nova
Scotia, with her mother’s family, the Bulmer-Hutchinsons. It offers
a glimpse of Bishop’s Nova Scotia, but keep in mind Bishop’s image of
“The Imaginary Iceberg.” Most of the context remains nine-tenths below
the surface (and rather beyond these pages). This essay is divided into three
sections: People: that is, family, which includes parents, relatives and
ancestors; Place: that is, Great Village, NS, which includes the ideas of
home and travel; and Past: that is, childhood, which includes the phenom-
ena of memory, dream and imagination. These people, this place and her
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past overlap in intricate ways; all were deep influences on Bishop’s life
and art.
In an April 1978 letter to literary critic Jerome Mazzaro, Bishop wrote:

“Well, it takes an infinite number of things coming together, forgotten, or
almost forgotten, books, last night’s dream, experiences past and present –
to make a poem” (OA 621). The impossibility of knowing the “infinite”
does not, nor should it, deter biographers and critics from their explor-
ations. There is something to be gained by respectful contextualizing.
Bishop continued in the letter to Mazzaro: “The settings, or descriptions,
of my poems are almost invariably just plain facts1 – or as close to facts as
I can write them. But, as I said, it is fascinating that my poem should arouse
in you all those literary references!” Now to turn to some of these experi-
ences and facts.

People

Elizabeth Bishop was no genealogist, yet for her entire life she was inter-
ested in her ancestors and immediate family. At times she actively sought
information about the former and remained in steady contact with the
latter until her death. Yet she did so while also declaring, especially in
adolescence and early adulthood, that she was an orphan, and claimed that
her friends were her family.
The facts about her childhood are known, but are often so rigidly

condensed that they have become a source of misinformation. This sum-
mary is also inadequate, but more or less accurate based on what is known
from the records.2 Bishop was born in Worcester, MA, on 8 February 1911,
to GertrudeMay Bulmer andWilliam Thomas Bishop. Gertrude was from
Great Village, NS, and William from Worcester. On 8 October 1911,
William died of Bright’s disease and for the next few years Gertrude
struggled to carry on and care for her child. She suffered a breakdown in
early 1914 from which she recovered, and then, in early 1915, she returned to
Great Village, with her daughter, to live with her parents William and
Elizabeth Bulmer (Pa and Gammie to Bishop). Gertrude’s ill health (she
had hyperthyroidism) and tensions with her in-laws triggered another
breakdown in the winter of 1916. Seeking the kind of help she had received
in 1914, Gertrude voluntarily admitted herself to the Nova Scotia Hospital,
Dartmouth, NS, in June 1916. Sadly, Gertrude never left this institution,
dying there on 25 May 1934.3 Elizabeth Bishop remained in Great Village
for the next year, but in October 1917 she was removed by her paternal
grandparents, John and Sarah Bishop. She lived with them in Worcester
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for less than a year and became seriously ill. She was taken to Revere, MA,
in May 1918 to live with her maternal Aunt Maude and her husband
George Shepherdson. When Bishop recovered, she began to visit Nova
Scotia again, first returning in 1919 and then nearly yearly throughout the
1920s.
While it is a fact that Bishop never saw her mother after June 1916 and

that she was in the strictest sense an orphan (a state of being that did have
a profound effect on her), it is also a fact that Bishop grew up amid
a complex array of relatives (on both sides): grandparents, aunts, uncles
and cousins, each of whom brought all manner of positive and negative
influences. Members from both sides of her family appear directly or
obliquely in some of her poetry and prose, the latter being predominantly
memoir and often directly related to her family relationships.4

I have argued at length elsewhere5 that Bishop’s relationship with her
mother was the most important of her life, even as this central person
disappeared from that life when the poet was so young. One of the most
important works of art Bishop wrote, “In the Village,” is about her mother
and the impact of their relationship, of her loss and absence. “In the
Village,” which Bishop described as “prose-poetry” (OA 272) and “com-
pletely autobiographical . . . poetic prose” (OA 291), is a complex, nuanced
word portrait that takes a deeply intimate and fraught relationship, puts it
through the powerful compression of the creative process, and transforms
the actual, the lived, the individual, into something universal and timeless.
How many of us can say we have experienced and achieved that with our
mother?
Bishop chose to include “In the Village” between the “Brazil” and

“Elsewhere” sections of Questions of Travel, the only substantial “prose”
piece given this kind of placement in her books (a littoral placement, one
might say). She knew it was a significant work, describing it only half-
jokingly to Ilse and Kit Barker as a “masterpiece” (OA 268). She had sent it
first to The New Yorker, even though she felt it was “too poetic” for their
consideration (NYr 90). After a lengthy, sometimes frustrating correspond-
ence with Katherine White, her editor, the magazine finally accepted it,
White assuring Bishop, “We all of us like its poetic quality,” even as she
tried to get Bishop to “strengthen the thread of the narrative” (NYr 94–95).
While her mother was the central existential force in Bishop’s

childhood, her beloved maternal grandparents were, arguably, the
anchoring, stabilizing influence. William Brown Bulmer was a tanner,
currier and shoemaker, an artisan who could take an animal hide and
create sturdy footwear. Elizabeth Hutchinson Bulmer was
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a homemaker who kept her family fed, clothed and tended. These
gentle, devout, caring but not sentimental people taught Bishop
hymns, Robert Burns’ poems, Bible passages, courtesy, patience, and
an idiom – think of “that peculiar / affirmative, ‘Yes . . . ’,” the “sharp,
indrawn breath” immortalized in “The Moose” (P 192). They
embodied and expressed the rich oral tradition of the community,
singing, reciting and “uninterruptedly / talking,” “peacefully, on and
on,” (P 191–2) to their granddaughter.
Bishop’s maternal family also included Aunt Maude, a gifted painter

who introduced her niece to art and tried to shield her, not always
successfully, from the darker forces of life6; Uncle Arthur Bulmer,
a tinsmith and alcoholic, who was the only immediate relative to warrant
an extensive memoir, “Memories of Uncle Neddy”; Mary Bulmer Ross,
the youngest of Bishop’s aunts (only eleven years older), a pert, smart, self-
confident woman who taught her niece about punctuality and the sharp
edges of relationships. And, finally, Grace Bulmer Bowers, who Bishop
referred to as her favourite relative. Aunt Grace was a gifted, capable, stoic
obstetrics and, later, geriatric nurse with the same “literal imagination”
(OA 291) and sense of humour as Bishop. She was the longest-surviving
Bulmer, dying in 1977 (at nearly ninety), only two years before Bishop
herself. Grace and Bishop corresponded continuously during her Brazil
years.7 Grace’s importance is seen in Bishop’s dedication of her late
masterpiece “The Moose” to this beloved aunt.
Relatives were plentiful, but there were also ancestors. Her grandfather’s

people, Yorkshire immigrants who arrived in Nova Scotia in the 1770s,
settled in places such as River Phillip and Williamsdale, deep in the
wooded heart of the Cobequid Mountains of Cumberland County.
During Bishop’s childhood they would emerge, as she vividly remembered,
on their wagons bringing gifts of venison and bear meat. For her whole life
she was fascinated by people who stayed close to the land, their own land.
She admired the resilience, creativity and courage needed to “live off the
grid,” as we say today.
Her grandmother’s people, the Hutchinsons, were more recent arrivals

(mid-nineteenth century) from the suburbs of London and were from
seafaring stock. Of all her ancestors Bishop was most fascinated by Great-
Grandfather Robert Hutchinson, a master mariner who sailed the Atlantic,
went “around theHorn” and was shipwrecked in 1866 somewhere off Sable
Island. So intrigued was Bishop about this ancestor that she went to Sable
Island (a forty-kilometre-long crescent of sand, over 155 kilometres off the
coast of Nova Scotia “cheerfully known as ‘the graveyard of the Atlantic’”)
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in 1951, to see the nesting Ipswich Sparrow or “get wrecked, too,” as she
wrote to Robert Lowell (OA 221).8

Elizabeth Hutchinson Bulmer had three brothers, all of whom had
fascinating lives and careers. The youngest, William Bernard
Hutchinson, was a Baptist minister, translator and educator who was the
first graduate of Acadia University,Wolfville, NS, to become its president.9

The middle brother, John Robert Hutchinson, was a missionary in India
who translated into English Fortune’s Wheel, the first novel written in
Telegu. He married three times, had a large progeny and wrote at least
a half-dozen more books. The oldest brother was the most important to
Bishop: George Wylie Hutchinson. He was a well-known painter and
illustrator in fin de siécle London. A good deal of his artwork hung in the
Bulmer family home. Bishop wrote two poems based on his paintings:
“Large Bad Picture” and “Poem,” which span her career, the first in North
& South (1946), the second in Geography III (1976). These poems deal with
the role of the artist and art in the world, questions of “commerce and
contemplation” (P 14) and “life and the memory of it” (P 197). Bishop
knew about all these ancestors and identified her own creative abilities with
her mother’s family.

Place

That Bishop loved Great Village and her grandparents’ house is evident
throughout her writing and in interviews. Bishop resided in Great Village
continuously from April 1915 to October 1917, though she likely first visited
in utero. From 1919 to 1930, she returned nearly every year, mostly for long
stretches during the summer, though her favourite time to be in Nova
Scotia was autumn to see the colours.
Great Village in the 1910s was a bustling community, bigger in popula-

tion then than it is now.10 It had a remarkable outward-looking perspec-
tive, being part of a vast web of marine commerce and history. Beyond her
own family and the inhabitants, Bishop’s most vivid memories of the
village were of its landscape (set as it is beside a tidal river not far from
the Bay of Fundy with its massive tides – the highest in the world –
extensive red mud flats and cliffs) and of its architecture (the imposing
St. James Presbyterian Church with its 112-foot steeple; the elegant homes
built during the heyday of shipbuilding and Age of Sail; and the impressive
civic and commercial buildings, especially the charming school built in
1914, which was the site of Bishop’s first formal pedagogical experience and
immortalized in “Primer Class”).11
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Bishop is regarded as a poet of geography – place mattered to her. She
said she liked to know where she was on the map and often carried
a compass. All her ancestors emigrated from England to North America
at different times and many of them travelled the world. Her mother was
the first Bulmer to go to New England to train as a nurse (followed quickly
by her sisters and two nieces), part of a historical pattern of migration
between the Maritimes and the “Boston States,” which had existed since
the eighteenth century. Moving through space-time was a powerful, active
force in Bishop’s family, thus in Bishop’s own life. She understood this
“wanderlust,” as she called it, as well as its opposite urge: a desire for
a rooted connection to one spot, something called “home.”
Though Bishop never permanently lived in Great Village, that place was

her “home,” a fact she declared in her Vassar College yearbook in 1934.
Below her photo is written:

Elizabeth Bishop
Great Village, Nova Scotia

– the only non-American listed in over 120 young women.
If Great Village was a template for a decent place to live, her grandpar-

ents’ small, ordinary, cosy farm house, situated in the very centre of the
village beside the river, was the exemplar of what a home should be: old,
wooden, busy with comings and goings, a menagerie of pets, lots of
artwork on the walls, places to gather, places to hide and be alone and
overhear adult conversations. Bishop searched her whole life for another
such home and after a number of attempts found it in Brazil, in two quite
different contexts: Lota de Macedo Soares’s modern house at Samambaia,
with her own estudio tucked under a mountain, and an eighteenth-century
house she restored in Ouro Preto, which she called “CasaMariana.”Of the
latter she wrote to Lowell that she was “re-creating a sort of de luxe Nova
Scotia all over again, in Brazil. And now I’mmy own grandmother” (WIA
676).12

Past

In her late poem “Crusoe in England,” Bishop has her castaway declare, in
her classic equivocation of a question, “Home-made, home-made! But
aren’t we all?” (P 184).13 In 1978, Bishop told Alexandra Johnson, “I’ve
never felt particularly homeless, but, then, I’ve never felt particularly at
home. I guess that’s a pretty good description of a poet’s sense of home. He
[sic] carries it within him” (Johnson 102).
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The composition of this home “within” is a sum of everything the poet
has absorbed, accepted and rejected. Bishop began pondering “home” in
her childhood. To say that she was a precocious child is a truism abun-
dantly supported by her art, which is filled with vivid memories from her
earliest years. All children are sponges. Indeed, Bishop referred to herself,
in the parlance of 1910s Great Village, as “a little pitcher with big ears” (Pr
151). Because of the familial and logistical complexity of her childhood, she
was, it can be argued, hyper-vigilant, which was both a burden and
a blessing. For example, her poems, stories, journals and letters are loaded
with sensory images – and not only the conventional kind: sound, sight,
smell, taste and touch, but also a sixth sense (call it mystery) that most of us
experience but usually ignore, deny or miss entirely.
Is an artist born or made? Probably a combination. Bishop’s childhood in

Great Village (and in Worcester for that matter) brought to her, a child born
into an artistic, expressive, peripatetic maternal family, a vast array of people,
places and experiences, all of which affected and stayed with her for her entire
life.
Bishop was no historian. She privileged geography over history in “The

Map,” the first poem in her first book. She regarded “knowledge as historical,”
but described it as “flowing, and flown” (P 64). Yet she cared about facts, the
truck of historians. She told Anne Stevenson that she “use[d] dream-material
whenever I am lucky enough to have any” (PPL 844), revealing her fascination
with the subconscious. Yet she prized her “total recall”memory and filled her
work with layers of vivid description, often taking years to find the right word
for an object, event, person or experience. The literary critic Randall Jarrell
sensed that “All of her poems havewritten underneath, I have seen it” (Schwartz
and Estess 181). Bishopwrote about what she knew – andwhat she knew began
not only in themoment of creation but had accreted continually through space
and time, even from the realm of before she was born.
Arguably, if you take any image in a Bishop poem or story, you can trace

a line back to Great Village, maternal family and childhood. This idea is
not meant to reduce Bishop’s art to a single source, but to show the genesis
of the vast, diverse universe that is Bishop’s oeuvre. Bishop took all that
came to her in the first decade of her life, stored it and drew on it in many
obvious and not so obvious ways to create her art. She did it over and over
again. Bishop was a master recycler. For Bishop, creativity was a kind of
alchemy, like the tanning that her grandfather did in the ponds behind his
tannery, turning one thing into something else.
“TheMoose” is one of Bishop’s most important poems. It is also one of her

longest – literally, in length, but also in how long it took her to write. Its origin
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was a visit to Great Village in 1946, but the poem travels both forward and
backward in time and crosses a great space (literal geography, family history,
creative aspiration). Think about it: this crucial poem, which evokes so much
of Bishop’s childhood gestalt and Zeitgeist, begins in a most unremarkable
way, with one simple word: “From.” Prepositions (those little helping words
so many of us have trouble with) were vital to Bishop. A whole study of them
could be done. The “From” in “The Moose” is a profound beginning; its
sound echoes throughout the poem – a cosmic vibration; its meaning is far
more complex than is initially apparent: What does it mean to be “from”
a place, to go “from” a place? Bishop spent a lifetime exploring just such
questions, questions she first asked in childhood.
Great Village, her maternal family and childhood memories were not

just subjects in her poetry and prose. These forces helped to condition
her; they affected her world view and shaped her aesthetic sensibility. She
went away from the village and her family – quite far in space and time –
as she grew up. But even when she ended up living in Brazil for nearly
eighteen years, she wrote often about how things she saw and experienced
there reminded her of Nova Scotia. Not surprisingly, it was in Brazil
where a flood of new writing about Great Village, family and childhood
occurred.
There is little wonder that Bishop, who described herself as “naturally

curious” (PPL 840),14 took in so much of the world around her. She was
primed to do so by the example of her mother’s family, by the vibrancy of
Great Village and by her own innate precociousness. Bishop’s childhood
held more loss and pain than many people experience in a lifetime. She
could easily have succumbed to despair – she did struggle with depression,
alcoholism and bouts of ill health, which must always be acknowledged.
Yet she kept writing through it all and wrote some of the most memorable
poems of the twentieth century. For Bishop, the “constant re-adjustment”
(P 12) and “coincident conundrum” (P 71) of life and creativity were, as her
favourite phrase from all her poems declares, “awful but cheerful” (P 59).15

Notes

1. In today’s world, the word “fact” is fraught, but Bishop regarded and used this
word in a basic way, to indicate something that, for her, was based in reality,
existed in a realm of actuality, even truth. Coming, as many of the facts did,
from her memory, they could be wrong or askew, but she still held that there
was an external, knowable solidity to space and time, even if it was difficult to
pin it down.
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2. I have written three books about Bishop’s Nova Scotia connections: Elizabeth
Bishop: An Archival Guide to Her Life in Nova Scotia, published in 1997;
Elizabeth Bishop: Nova Scotia’s ‘Home-Made’ Poet, published in 2011, and
“Lifting Yesterday: Elizabeth Bishop and Nova Scotia,” which remains
unpublished. The latter is a 400-page monograph that offers extensive details
and analysis of all the elements of this essay, drawing on documents and
records held in numerous public and private archives.

3. “Lifting Yesterday” contains a full chapter on Gertrude’s life, illness and
hospitalization, revealing, as Bishop herself came to understand as an adult,
that her mother had been a victim of her time and the vagaries of early
institutional mental health care.

4. Some of the published poems: “For C.W.B.,” “The Prodigal,” “Manners,”
“Sestina,” “First Death in Nova Scotia” and “The Moose.” Some of the prose
stories: “Primer Class,” “Gwendolyn,” “Memories of Uncle Neddy” and “In
the Village.” Some of Bishop’s unpublished poetry and prose devoted to
family members can be found in various posthumously published volumes,
for example: “For Grandfather,” “The Grandmothers,” “Homesickness,”
“For M.B.S. buried in Nova Scotia,” “Salem Willows,” “A Drunkard” and
“Mrs. Sullivan Downstairs.”

5. Not only in “Lifting Yesterday” and ‘Home-Made’ Poet, but also in a half-
dozen published essays, including “In the Village: Bishop and Nova Scotia,”
The Cambridge Companion to Elizabeth Bishop (97–110).

6. Maude Bulmer Shepherdson essentially raised Bishop, who lived with her
aunt and uncle from 1918 to 1930, the year she entered Vassar College. George
Shepherdson was a domineering, abusive man, to both his wife and Bishop.
She never forgot this abuse, but managed to exorcise it, to some degree, with
the help of Dr. Ruth Foster, her therapist in 1946–47. Recently discovered
letters that Bishop wrote to Foster (now at Vassar) provide new information
about this difficult time in her life.

7. Only a handful of Bishop’s 200+ letters to Grace were published in One Art.
I have written a series about this correspondence, “Letters to Aunt Grace,” on
the Elizabeth Bishop Centenary blog. Sadly, Grace’s letters to Bishop have
been lost.

8. Bishop spent several years trying to write a piece about Sable Island, tenta-
tively entitled “The Deadly Sandpile,” for The New Yorker. She never fin-
ished it.

9. Acadia University Archives is a repository for a large collection of Bulmer-
Hutchinson family material, a collection that helps place Bishop in her Nova
Scotia context.

10. The long, slow decline of Nova Scotia’s rural population, the “out migration”
that depleted so many villages and small towns, began in earnest after World
War II.

11. The school in Great Village still operates. In 2014 it was designated
a Provincial Heritage Property.
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12. Bishop’s grandparents’ house in Great Village, NS, has operated as an artist
retreat for over a decade. It is currently owned by the St. James Church of
Great Village Preservation Society and welcomes dozens of artists each year.
In 1997 it was designated a Provincial Heritage Property and in 2018 received
municipal heritage status.

13. In 1992 the residents of Great Village placed a bronze plaque, bearing this
quotation, in memory of Bishop, on St. James Presbyterian (now United)
Church.

14. I have taken this phrase, in a letter to Anne Stevenson, out of context. Bishop
was referring to a specific thing, that is, Stevenson’s literary criticism about
Bishop’s work; even so, it is no stretch to apply it to Bishop’s modus vivendi.
And perhaps it is a forerunner to that tender moment in “TheMoose” (started
over a decade before this letter to Stevenson, and finished over a decade after),
when the “quiet [bus] driver” says of the “otherworldly” animal, “Curious
creatures.”

15. Bishop taught this phrase to her pet mynah bird when she lived in San
Francisco in 1968. The last lines of “The Bight” are engraved on her
gravestone.
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